
Steel 10.5kg refillable  
four valve domestic LPG cylinder

Gas Cylinder specification:

Water capacity: 26.3ltr
LPG working capacity: 10.5kg
Empty weight of LPG cylinder: 12.0kg
Height: 550mm
Diameter: 300
Specifications: EN1442 & PED 97/23/CE

•	 Cheaper	to	refill	while	travelling

•				Offset	gauge	for	accurate	liquid	level	reading.

•			Optional	LED	interior	gauge

The Prakto steel refillable gas bottle is a purpose designed 
refillable domestic gas bottle for the leisure camping 
market

When travelling abroad the bottle can be simply be refilled 
from the Autogas motorway service gas stations by the 
external point located at a convenient position on the side 
of the vehicle.

Available in the 10.5 kg size the cylinder is an ideal size 
for fitment to most European gas bottle storage locker 
lockers. Installed as a one or two bottle setup allows the 
user to simply be able to refuel or simply top up with LPG.

In the event the owner wishes to change the motorhome 
then the gas bottles can simply be removed and 
transferred to the new van with ease. Each bottle is fitted 
with a full set of safety valves to include an 80% overfill 
protection as well as unique excess flow valve on the  
off-take valve giving peace of mind for drive with gas 
turned on functions that are popular on many  
new motor-homes.

The Prakto upright cylinder also incorporates a liquid level 
float activated clock gauge that is offset on the valve 
plate to give the most accurate reading available of the 
remaining liquid level contents inside the cylinder.

Prakto	Steel	10.5kg
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Autogas in the UK is 90% Propane, however on the continent, a small amount of Butane is added. If you are already using 
Propane you can convert your existing regulator with a simple brass adapter that fits the Alugas offtake valve. For newer 
2002 vans fitted with factory fitted 30mb regulators then simply change the pigtail to suit with one of the purpose designed 
pigtails to fit the Alugas cylinder.


